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IV/IV B.Tech. (Supple) DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, JUNE- 2019
First Semester

COMPUTER SCIENCE  ENGINEERING
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING JAVA

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 6X2=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) What are the naming conventions for Java identifiers?

b) Illustrate the usage of ‘this’ keyword.

c) What is an assertion? What is its use in programming?

d) Differentiate between grid layout and gridbag layout managers.

e) Which features of java well suits for building Web Applications.

f) What is an adapter class? Give any two examples for it.

UNIT-I

2. a) Discuss the lexical issues of Java

b) What are the benefits of object oriented programming in window applica-

tion environments? Discuss.

(OR)

3. a) Define object and class and explain the benefits of Object Oriented Pro

gramming.

b) Explain how polymorphism is implemented in Java with suitable example.

UNIT-II

4. a) How to define a user exception in a program? Illustrate with an example.

b) Write a program to illustrate the use of command line arguments.

(OR)

5. a) Write a program to implement multi thread programming.

b) Explain delegation event model in detail.

P.T.O
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6. a) Write a program to create a frame for a simple arithmetic calculator using

components and layout managers.

b) Differentiate between FileReader and BufferReader.

(OR)

7. a) Explain the concept of Event Listener Interface.

b) Write a program to handle keyboard events.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain different string handling functions that are supported in java library. Ex-

plain with suitable syntax and examples.

(OR)

9. Explain the following in the process of developing a product with suitable ex-

ample:

a) Developing a plan

b) Identifying software requirements

c) Designing a general class structure.
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IV/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOVEMBER- 2019
First Semester
CSE/EC/EE

JAVA
Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 6X2=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) Significance of Java’s byte code?

b) List the thread states and give state transition diagram

c) List the various ways of ‘static’ keyword usage.

d) Write about thread suspension and resume

e) Compare nested class with inner class. Give examples for each

f) What is a Frame?

UNIT-I

2. a) Compare procedural languages with object oriented languages.

b) What is the role and responsibility of JVM in program execution.

(OR)

3. What are thee different types of inheritance that are supported in Java? Explain each

with suitable example code.

UNIT-II

4. a) How to handle multiple catch blocks for a nested try block? Explain with an

example.

b) Define constructor. Illustrate constructor overloading with suitable example.

P.T.O
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(OR)

5. a) Write a note on Text area and dialog box usage in user interfaces. Give ex-

ample to create an application using these.

b) Discuss the applet structure and compare it with application structure.

UNIT-III

6. a) What is the significance of Layout managers? Discuss briefly various layout

managers.

b) What is a stream? What is the difference between byte streams and character

streams? How are they used to capture input from the user?

(OR)

7. Develop an application to read the student details such as roll_no, name, father_name,

year (I,II,III,IV), semester (1,2), sex (M/F/TG), branch (ECE, CSE, EEE,ME), using

appropriate controls (Text box, check box, Radio Button, List, and button) and dis-

play the same information as a message when a button with label “Submit” is pressed.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain the java.io and java.util packages.

(OR)

9. Explain how Web applications work and give a brief on Web objects.
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